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ACBM

Minutes (excerpts taken from)

Letter approved by Commissioners and signed by Mr. David E. Lilienthal
(October 8-9, 1948 meeting, page 12). Report # 12
Letter from Stone was dated November 4, 1948. (December 10-11, 1948 meeting,
Report #13
page 17).
Dr. Warren visited Dr. Stone the week of Dec. 13, 1948, to discuss this
Report #13
matter.
(December 10-11, 1948, page 18).
"Drs. Failla, Friedell, Holland and Hamilton will compose a subcommittee on
Human Applications who will review all initial requests forradioisotopes to
be used experimentally or otherwise in human beings. Subsequent requests of
a given user for the same purpose will not be reviewed." (February 14, 1968
meeting, page 3) Report #6
"The question of the use of radioactive isotopes and other sources of radiation
in human experimentation was discussed and it was the sense of the Committee
that Dr. Warren should explicitly express their view to Dr. Stone to the
effect that they would look with disfavor on such experimentation."
(May 8, 1948 meeting, page 7).
"Dr. Warren presented a letter from Dr. Stone which was in reply to his
letter dated May 20 regarding experimental -therapy. It was the sense of
the Committee that Dr. Gregg should draft a reply to Dr. Stone's letter,
setting forth in detail the policy of the AEC and the DBM on such matters."
(September 11, 1948 meeting, page 16).
"A draft letter personally written by Dr. Alan Gregg to Dr. Robert Stone
was circulated to the Committee for discussion. The letter set forth the
policies of the AEC and the DBM relating to experimental therapy and that
it was a measure to be employed by the Committee to bring to Dr. Stone's
attention the confines and limitations of his work under his AEC contract.
With minor changes the Committee recommended that the letter should go
forward to Dr. Stone."
(October 8-9, 1948 meeting, page 11).
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